Homophones

Two, to or too?

Are you going _______ the fair?
There are only _______ places left!
There are _______ many people in here.

New or knew?

I _______ you would do that!
Do you like my _______ shorts?
This car is brand _______.

Blue or blew?

The wind _______ really hard.
My favourite colour is _______.
Is that _______?

So or sew?

I couldn’t climb over it, _______ I went around it.
Do you know how to _______?

Sea or see?

Can you _______ me?
There’s nothing to _______ here.
The ship sailed across the _______.

Sun or son?

The _______ is going down.
My _______ plays football really well!
The _______ shines really brightly.